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TECHNOLOGY: A DEFINITION
 Technology: The totality of the
means employed to provide objects
necessary for human sustenance
and comfort
 Consists of products and processes
 Encompasses technical and
managerial knowledge which is
embodied in physical and human
capital and is published and
transmitted in various ways
 Ignored as a key production factor
(like land, labor, and capital) until
recently
 Can be ascribed to tool-using nonhuman organisms or entities as well
(e.g., chimpanzees or aliens from
the planet Glarfnex)

TECHNOLOGY: MOST IMPORTANT
 The most important technological
artifact in human history was among
the first – the flint cutting tool used by
Homo habilis (c. 2,500,000 BCE)
 These essential tools allowed relatively
puny humans (who were more
scavengers than hunters) to rapidly cut,
detach, and carry away meat from
carcasses before more formidable
predators and scavengers arrived
 Allowed tiny numbers of humans to
survive
 High-protein diet allowed larger brain to
evolve

EARLIEST TECHNOLOGY
 2,600,000 BCE: oldest known stone tools
(sharp-edged flakes, flake fragments,
and cores), Ethiopia
 1,000,000 BCE: hand axes replace
simpler chopping tools, Africa
 460,000 BCE: earliest known use of fire,
China (although hominids may have
learned to control fire more than
1,000,000 BCE)
 380,000 BCE: earliest known use of
artificial shelter, Europe
 250,000 BCE: earliest known use of paint
(red ocher mixed with blood), Europe

EARLIEST TECHNOLOGY
 100,000 BCE: first known human burial,
Israel
 70,000 BCE: oldest evidence of
woodworking, Japan
 45,000 BCE: first known rock art, Australia
 37,000 BCE: first known counting devices
(engraved bone & wood), Africa
 32,000 BCE: first ivory carving, Europe
 24,000 BCE: first rock paintings, Africa
 24,000 BCE: first clay and limestone huts,
Europe
 23,000 BCE: earliest clay figurines, Europe

EARLIEST TECHNOLOGY
 12,000 BCE: grinding stones for gathered
grain and seeds, Middle East
 11,000 BCE: first known domesticated
dogs, Israel
 10,500 BCE: first known pottery vessels,
Japan
 10,500 BCE: oldest known solar calendar,
France
 10,000 BCE: rope invented, Middle East
 9,000 BCE: earliest farming, Middle East
 8,500 BCE: sheep & goats domesticated,
Afghanistan
 8,500 BCE: potatoes & beans cultivated,
Peru
 8,000 BCE: perhaps earliest log boats,
Kuwait

EARLIEST TECHNOLOGY
 7,000 BCE: weaving of cloth appears,
Middle East
 6,750 BCE: pigs domesticated,
Mesopotamia (Iraq)
 6,500 BCE: earliest metallurgy, Middle East
 6,000 BCE: earliest stamp seals, Middle
East
 6,000 BCE: cattle domesticated, Greece
 5,000 BCE: sailing ships, Mesopotamia
 4,000 BCE: horses domesticated, Europe
 4,000 BCE: invention of plow, Middle East
and Europe

EARLIEST TECHNOLOGY
 3,300 BCE: invention of writing,
Mesopotamia (Iraq)
 2,500 BCE: first cities, Indus Valley
 2,000 BCE: bronze, Europe
 2,000 BCE: ironworking, Middle East
 1,400 BCE: phonetic alphabet, Levant
 600 BCE: first gold & silver coins,
Anatolia
 200 BCE: invention of concrete, Rome

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY
 The world emerged from the industrial
age, where machines replaced human
and animal muscle, into the
information age, where machines are
replacing the human brain
 Information: that which reduces
uncertainty (Claude Shannon’s
classic definition)
 Encompasses data, facts, knowledge

 Exponential increase in information in
recent decades
 Number of transistors on a chip every
18 months (Gordon Moore’s “law”)
 Software (e.g., to achieve computer
cognition and human-level
intelligence) currently more limiting
than hardware

TRANSFORMATION OF DATA
 DATA: Unconnected numbers, names, dates, etc.
 FACTS: Connected data
 KNOWLEDGE: A particular assemblage of facts
which can be taught and compressed; facts in
context; actionable facts
 EXPERIENCE: Primarily from self-directed
interaction with the real world; internalizes
knowledge and takes time to acquire
 SHARED VISIONS: Philosophical and emotional
collective understandings founded on our
universality and not individuality; motivating
force in organizations and gives purpose needed
by leaders
 EPIPHANIES: Level of perception beyond logic
and intuition, rare creative brilliance

TRANSFORMATION OF DATA






DATA * ORDER = FACTS
FACTS * SYNTHESIS = KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE * PERSPECTIVE = EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE * UNIFYING PRINCIPLES = SHARED VISION
SHARED VISIONS * METALOGIC = EPHIPHANIES

[The symbol * indicates some sort of transforming operation (e.g., order
imposed on data results in facts)]

KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGY
 Exponential increase in knowledge
accelerates technological change
exponentially
 Electrons and bits very
inexpensive to reproduce and
transmit (compared with matter
and energy)

 Individuals and (increasingly)
organizations create new
technology and introduce it to
society
 An organization’s technologies
(hardware, software, brain-ware,
and know-how) are its chief assets
 The collective knowledge and
technical capabilities of the
organization, including people,
equipment, and systems

TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY
 Technology has the greatest impact on organizational
productivity; organizational productivity drives national
productivity; and national productivity determines the wellbeing of every person in the country, as well as the relative
well-being of the country relative to all other nations
 A small percentage difference in annual productivity can cause
businesses to fail from competition and first-world nations to
fade into second-world nations (e.g., Britain in the 19th century
being replaced by the U.S. in the 20th century)

TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY
 Productivity is based on the
transformation of inputs into
outputs
 Higher productivity depends on
the transformation being
efficient
 Technology is used to transform
inputs into outputs in all kinds of
organizations, whether for tangible
goods or intangible services
 The service sector still lags
manufacturing in the ability of
technology to increase
productivity
 But computers and information
technology are gradually
increasing service productivity
(e.g., banking, sales, online
education, etc.)

ORGANIZATIONAL INTELLECT
Hierarchy of Organizational Intellect
 Cognitive knowledge: basic
mastery of the discipline
 Know-what

 Advanced skill: translation of
fundamental learning into effective
execution
 Know-how

 System understanding: knowledge
of cause and effect relationship
underlying a discipline
 Know-why

 Self-motivated creativity: will,
motivation, and adaptability
needed for success
 Care-why

CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
 New technology: technology
newly introduced or implemented
in an organization which effects
the organization’s production of
products or services
 May not new to the world
 Major effect on productivity and
competitiveness
 Example: company introduces
software for inventory control

 Emerging technology: technology
not yet fully commercialized
 Commercialization within 5 years
 May be in limited use currently
 Example: genetic engineering;
nanotechnology; virtual reality

CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
 Disruptive or transformational
technology: technology having
major impact on industry and society
as a whole
 Creates new industries and makes
existing ones obsolete
 Example: nurse robots; autonomous
intelligent cars; cold fusion; genetic
engineering

 High technology: advanced or
sophisticated technologies
 Example: quantum computers; neural
networks; nano-machines
 Some organizations and industries
are focused on high-technology (e.g.,
parallel processing); some on superhigh technology, or “pushing the
envelope” (e.g., quantum computing)

CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
 Low technology: technology which
has permeated large segments of
society
 Example: paper, scissors, ballpoint
pens, clocks, lamps, pencils

 Medium technology: mature
technology that is relatively
sophisticated
 Example: radio (but not satellite radio),
television (but not HDTV) Appropriate
technology: technology that is used
and what is needed for optimal use
 Can be any sort of technology (low,
medium, high)
 Example: don’t use expensive,
sophisticated technology when simple,
inexpensive technology is sufficient
(paper and pen instead of a PDA)

CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGY
 Tacit technology
 Non-articulated, non-explicit knowledge
of a technology, transferred by
demonstration or observation
 Transferred by close contact between
source and recipient (e.g., apprentice
program)
 Example: pottery making, TV production

 Codified technology
 Explicit information about a technology
(manuals, patents, blueprints, research
papers)
 Information on how technology works,
but not necessarily why it works in a
certain way
 Example: assembling a personal
computer from components

 Technology transfer is easier when
both forms are understood

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Manager: a definition
 A person responsible for setting and
achieving objectives by influencing human
behavior within a suitable environment
 Responsible for the physical and conceptual
environment needed to accomplish the
objectives of the organization and the
participating individuals

 Management: a technology and art
 One taxonomy of “schools” of management





Scientific school
Process school
Behavioral school
Quantitative school

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Ancient history: management and technology
 Between 7,000 and 2,500 years ago, the
Sumerians, Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks, and
Chinese developed and implemented various
management tools and techniques, including:
 Script and record-keeping
 Processes for planning, organizing, directing,
controlling
 Honesty and fairness in management
 Organizational decentralization and centralization
 Use of witnesses in conflicts
 Minimum wage and wage incentives
 Recognition that responsibility cannot be shifted
 Concepts of organizational design
 Exception principle in reporting to higher
management
 Production control and principle of specialization
 Management as a separate art

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Some contributors to current (scientific and
humanistic) management thought
 Charles Babbage (1832)
 Emphasized scientific approach; division of labor
and specialization; motion and time studies

 Frederick Taylor (1900)
 Defined scientific management; explored systems
applications; personnel management; stressed
cooperation between labor and management and
higher wages; designed functional organizations;
time studies; emphasized planning, research, and
standards

 Henri Fayol (1916)
 Developed first complete theory of management;
defined functions of management; developed
principles of management; proposed that
management be taught in schools

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Some contributors to current (scientific and
humanistic) management thought
 Elton Mayo (1927)
 Emphasized the sociology of groups and
management

 Chester Barnard (1938)
 Developed a theory of organization; examined
sociological aspects of management and
communications in management

 Max Weber (1947)
 Emphasized the psychology and social
psychology of management; researched
human relations in organization theory;
developed open system theory of
organizations

 Norbert Wiener (1949)
 Emphasized systems analysis and
information theory in management

 Herbert Simon (1955)
 Explored human behavior in decision-making

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Scientific school of management
 Emphasizes scientific analysis
of work methods
 But does not ignore human
element

 Time and motion studies,
piecework incentives
 Has adverse effect of turning
some workers into automatons

 Workers are not economically
rational
 Need job satisfaction as well as
wages

 Despite the intentions of the
scientific school (e.g., Frederick
Taylor, Henry Gantt, Frank and
Lillian Gilbreth)
 Labor and management
remained adversaries

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Scientific management: scientific analysis
of work methods is still a valid approach
 To enhance efficiency and productivity
 But also for ergonomic analysis
 To avoid injuring workers and to
provide job satisfaction
 But some jobs are inherently with little
satisfaction (e.g., eviscerating chickens,
cleaning toilets)

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Process school of management (also
known as the “traditional school”)
 Holds that management is a process of
getting things done through and with
people operating in organized groups
 Emphasizes:
 Analyzing the management process
 Establishing conceptual frameworks
 Performing research and testing principles
empirically

 Focus on the manager and the
management process, rather than specific
activities of workers

 Tenets of the process school
 Management is a process best studied by
analyzing the functions of the manager
 Fundamental truths and generalizations
can be made of management principles

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Tenets of the process school
 Fundamental truths can lead to
research to improve management
practice
 Truths can lead to a theory of
management
 Management is an art which can
be improved with science

 Henri Fayol was a founder of the
process school
 Developed initial principles and
theory of management
 Determined need for a
management curriculum (e.g.,
MBA)

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 In process school of management,
Fayol invented the POSDCORB
taxonomy of the manager’s functions








Planning
Organizing
Staffing
Directing
Coordinating
Reporting
Budgeting
 Noted that employees are not cogs in a
machine
 Recognized that whether an
organization should be centralized or
decentralized depends on
circumstances

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 But the process (traditional) school
has blocked a deeper understanding
of the nature of management
 Example: the POSDCORB taxonomy is
meaningless if an observer cannot
assign observed management
behavior into mutually exclusive
categories that form a complete set of
all such behaviors (e.g., what is the
difference in observable behavior in
planning and organizing)
 Modern organizations more complex
than in Fayol’s time (early 19th century)
– i.e., employees resent authority, lines
of authority are blurred, and there are
conflicts between the principles of the
division of labor and the unity of
command

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Behavioral school of management
 Closely related to the social systems
school
 Focuses primarily on human
behavior in organizations and the
effects of social interaction
 Proponents of the behavioral school
 Chester Barnard (sociological
aspects of management)
 Hugo Munsterburg (psychological
testing, employee selection and
motivation)
 Elton Mayo (sociological concept of
group endeavors, productivity
motivation)
 Chris Argyris, Douglas McGregor,
Abraham Maslow (human needs and
self actualization)

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Behavioral school of management
emphasizes management as a social
system – the organization as a social
organism
 Workers motivated by social needs, achieve
a sense of identity through work
 More responsive if management can met
their social and personal needs

 But sociology is a field of knowledge
underlying management (like language or
mathematics) and is not identical to it
 And behavioral scientists tend to offer
conflicting advice
 Behavioral school has failed to provide a
complete description of individuals in the
organization
 Presumed improvements in working
conditions often do not result in increases in
productivity

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 In behavioral school of
management, a complete – or
even adequate – description of
employees may not be
possible
 People are complex and react
differently to the same
environment or the same to
different environments

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Quantification school of
management emphasizes
quantification of management
decisions
 Decisionmaking as a measurable
process

 Tenets
 Organizational performance can
be improved through analysis
and modeling
 Organizations can be designed
to optimize the flow of resources
and information

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Tools and techniques of
quantitative management
 Operations research and
management science
(which are essentially
the same)
 Decision theory
 Systems analysis
 Information theory
 Cybernetics

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Contributors to the quantitative
school include
 Stafford Beer (organization as a
system)
 Ludwig von Bertalanffy (general
systems theory)
 Heinz von Foerster (systems
theory)
 Norbert Wiener (cybernetics)
 Claude Shannon (information
theory)
 Herbert Simon (decision theory)
 Kenneth Boulding (social and
organizational systems)
 W. Ross Ashby (cybernetics)

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 In quantitative management, mathematics
is a tool (technology) that works for some
organizational functions and not others
 Managers often want to satisfice (Herbert
Simon’s neologism, from
satisfactory+suffice) not optimize
 Needed information for analysis is often
scarce
 Managers: may not have explicit goals or
preference functions, may not have defined
the problem properly, may not know the
alternative choices, may be pressured by
different interest groups with different
goals
 Cybernetic organizational models have yet
to be proven valid or useful

TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
 Most likely: multiple points of
view, multiple models of
organizational behavior,
multiple schools of
management can better
contribute to organization
performance if the manager
knows which point of view to
select at the proper time
 The various management
approaches use various types
of technology to varying
degrees

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
 Management of technology (MOT)
 Interdisciplinary field integrating
science, engineering, management
knowledge and practice
 Focus: technology as primary
factor in wealth creation,
especially intellectual capital
 Managing systems to create,
acquire, and exploit technology
 Research, development, and
innovation
 Individual, organizational,
disciplinary, and national factors

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

Science &
Engineering
Disciplines

MOT

Business
Administration
Disciplines

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
 The rate of technological change is now
exponential
 Which permits the exponential growth rate
of the human population

 Technological change influenced
employment patterns and societal change
 Early 1900s: 85% of US workers in
agriculture
 Now: less than 3% in agriculture
 But US still world’s largest agricultural
producer due to enhanced productivity
through technology

 1950s: 73% of US workers in
manufacturing
 Now: Less than 15% in manufacturing
 Now: 80% US workers in service sector
(e.g., information technology, physicians)

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
 Rapid changes in market behavior as
well as technology
 Customers demanding more choice
and higher quality

 Shift from fixed, mass production to
flexible, mass customization
 Example: ordering custom personal
computer
 Robotics and intelligent systems will
increase mass customization (e.g.,
clothing, furniture, housing)

 Shift from economies of scale to
economies of scope or integration
 Corporations must be able to shift
rapidly from one type of economy to
another

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
 Changes in competition
 Growing global competition in
manufacturing (e.g., China) and services
(India)
 Increasing trade blocs
 European Union (EU), Pacific Rim
countries, General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), World Trade
Organization (WTO)

 National competitive strategy
 Integration of technology system
(education, R&D, technology transfer),
economic system (banking and finance,
stock market, regulatory agencies),
trade system (market dynamics,
international agreements, supply and
demand)

Technological
Capabilities

Economic
System

Trade

Competitive
Enterprises –
Sustainable
Economic Growth

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 2: CREATION OF WEALTH

HISTORICAL CREATION OF WEALTH
 Technology first enhanced raw survival
 Flint tools, fire, shelter, etc.

 Technology then created wealth
 Agriculture, cattle, wheel and carts,
metallurgy, weaving, writing, weapons,
surveying, astronomy (calendars), pyramids,
temples, walls, cities
 Egypt, China, Mesopotamia, Greece, etc.

 Technology “ages”: labeled by key
technology
 Stone, bronze, iron, steam, electricity,
nuclear, electronic, space, information,
biotech
 From human muscle power to animal muscle
power to wind and water power to steam
power to electrical and petroleum power to
computer power (mind instead of muscle)

HISTORICAL CREATION OF WEALTH
 In the 19th century, technology became
more science-based and more efficient
 Began exponential increase in new
technology and increase in economic
growth and wealth
 Example: Half US economic growth in last
50 years due to technology

 The marginal cost of manufacturing and
distributing information products is near
zero
 Information-based product profits are
enormous (e.g., ask Bill Gates or Steve
Jobs)

 If machines (e.g., intelligent robots) can
perform nearly all human jobs and create
vast national wealth, then how should it
be distributed among the human
population? To poor nations?

Dow-Jones Industrial Average

TECHNOLOGY: CREATION OF WEALTH
 The growth in national wealth
depends on increased productivity,
i.e., more output for the same input
 Input resources: capital (including
technology and labor) and labor
 Increased productivity can result
from increasing the quantity of
capital and (to some extent) labor
(e.g., replacing tired workers with
rested ones increases productivity)
 Productivity can increase much
more with new technology replacing
old technology (e.g., machines
replacing human muscle)
 Technological progress may be
considered a kind of input resource
 Social progress usually lags
technological progress

TECHNOLOGY: CREATION OF WEALTH
 At the advent of the machine age
(even before electricity, when
machines used water or steam
power), specialization (task
decomposition) generated efficient
mass production
 Mass production made cheaper
products available to the masses and
raised the living standard
 But skilled labor became stultifying
and soul-deadening repetition

 Now computer-controlled, adaptive
manufacturing is beginning to permit
mass customization of products
 Associated labor more varied,
interesting, and empowering

TECHNOLOGY: CREATION OF WEALTH
 Technology can be applied to:
 Products or processes (e.g., tools,
management, services, marketing)

 It took about 20 years for the vast
investment in computer technology
(hardware and software) to pay off
with higher national productivity
 Learning curve for new technology
(to adapt to it and use it properly)
 Example: for many years, managers
refused to type (i.e., do their own
word processing) because it was
perceived as secretarial work and
beneath their status
 It took time to create friendly graphic
user interfaces (GUI) and simple
means of communicating and
obtaining information (Internet and
email)

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 3: CRITICAL FACTORS

CREATIVITY
 Creativity: original behavior
perceived to have value
 Original behavior: behavior never
previously observed in human
history
 Perceived to have value: much
original behavior (e.g., on the part of
small children, adolescents, and
dumb guys) is not perceived to have
value (e.g., sticking a banana in your
ear before leaping out the window
singing “Baba O’Riley”)
 The perception of value is on the
part of observers, where valuation
by some observers (e.g., critics and
the rich & powerful) is given more
credence in society than valuation
by others (e.g., the hoi polloi)

CREATIVITY
 Creativity can be retroactive or rescinded
 Value can be assigned to original behavior
long after the behavior (e.g., perceived
value may be ascribed subsequently to an
invention – or an artist’s paintings after he
is dead (Van Gogh sold one painting when
he was alive – to his brother))
 Value may no longer be ascribed to a
creative work subsequent to its being
valued (e.g., certain dances of the 16th
century, the invention of the spittoon)
 Creativity is on a spectrum (low to high),
depending on its perceived value

 Technology is an expression of creativity
 Managing technology can require creativity
 The people, processes, and products of the
technology cycle, from R&D to invention to
production to marketing, are complex and
often difficult to manage

INVENTION AND INNOVATION
 Invention
 Concept or creation of a
novel technology
 Product, process, or
previously unknown system
 Developed by chance or trial
and error or (in modern
times) from scientific
discoveries and the scientific
method
 Often many years between
scientific discoveries and
ensuing inventions

1928

INVENTION AND INNOVATION
 Innovation
 The successful exploitation of an invention through production and
into the market
 The connection between an idea and its commercialization
 More of a process than an event
 Often many years between an invention and its innovation
 Many inventions never successfully commercialized

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
 Science deals with fundamental laws
of nature and methods for learning
those laws (see associated
Presentation)
 Science links to technology when it is
applied to develop products and
processes
 For most of human history,
technology was developed
independently of science (which did
not exist)
 The advent of science lead to the
exponential increase in invention,
innovation, and technology in daily
life
 Cyclically, new technology leads, in
turn, to new scientific discoveries
(e.g., from new tools and devices) –
and so on

INNOVATION TYPES
 Radical (i.e., revolutionary or
disruptive or transformational)
 Primarily based on invention
 Change or create new industries
 Relatively rare; usually outside the
existing boundaries (products or
processes) of a firm
 Examples: telegraphy, telephony,
transistor, xerography, polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)

 Incremental (i.e., evolutionary)
 Smaller, but important, improvements
in products or processes
 Examples: digital telephone, MS
Windows, HDTV

 Routine
 New to the organization, but exists
elsewhere; or similar to previous
product or process

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
 Innovation often results from
creativity in which existing
ideas are combined or
synthesized into a new idea or
invention
 Idea generation tool known as
TRIZ uses this concept
 Example: Gutenberg invented
printing press by combining
three existing ideas
 Press used in wine-making
 Movable type used in minting
coins
 Wood blocks used in printing
calendars and playing cards

 Creativity favors the prepared
mind – and persistence

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
 Creativity is elusive characteristic
(e.g., can it be taught?)
 One set of characteristics of
creative people
 Conceptual fluency (express ideas
well)
 Produce many ideas quickly
 Generate original and unusual ideas
 Evaluate information by separating
source form content
 Stand out an deviate from others
 Interested in problems
 Suspends premature judgment and
commitment
 Spends time analyzing and
exploring
 Enjoys intellectual and cognitive
matters

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION
 One set of characteristics of
creative organization
 Permit employees to work in areas
of their greatest interest
 Encourage employees to have
broad contacts with stimulating
colleagues
 Allow employees to take moderate
risks (and occasionally immoderate
risks)
 Tolerate some failures and
nonconformity
 Provide appropriate rewards and
recognition for creative
accomplishments

BRINGING INNOVATION TO MARKET
 A good invention that is not produced
and marketed properly is useless to
the inventor, company, and society
 Business strategies and tactics can
differ significantly, such as:
 Perfect the technology first or be first
to market
 Share (e.g., license) the technology
with others to solidify it against
competing technology – or keep it
exclusive
 Place the technology in high-end
products (to generate demand through
an aura of exclusivity) or low-end
products (to saturate the mass market
and grab market share)
 Improve the technology in-house, or let
vendors develop it further
 Examples: You, the student, devise
them

TECHNOLOGY, PRICE, AND TIMING
 A product (or process) with a
technology advantage can command
a premium price
 Too high a premium can alienate
customers or drive them to competing
(albeit, somewhat lesser performing)
products
 Technology premium attracts
competitors or competing variations
of the technology

 Being in the right place at the right
time is as important for the success
of a technology as for people, e.g.,:
 It took decades for the telephone to
permeate society
 Many failed early automobile, radio,
television, refrigerator, and computer
companies

TECHNOLOGY TIMING LESSONS
 Some lessons learned
 Entering market with new innovation gives company
early sales advantage
 If company competed with innovation it should
continue to compete with innovation )e.g., constantly
improving technology)
 New product concept creates new markets or alters
old markets
 All products have a life span, mostly determined by
competition and market
 Listen to customers and react quickly

 Timing of announcements important (e.g., do not
announce new technology with large inventory of
old)
 New ventures must cope with rapid growth and
increasing competition
 Time initial public offering to coincide with market
and technology leadership
 Lead time with innovation provides initial market
position
 Continuous product improvement needed
 Technology to improve production to lower costs

VISION TO CHANGE STRATEGY
 Some lessons learned
 When new technology threatens
older one, better to take risk and
invest in new technology rather than
stay with certainty of declining one
 Management must always look for
new or emerging technologies as
threat or opportunity
 Needn’t invent new technology to
implement innovation: embrace
change and strategize to acquire
new technology
 Hard for company to sustain
leadership in market when critical
technology developed outside
company
 Management must deal with stability
and change
 Survival is at risk if a company
cannot forecast or foresee the
relevant changes in its environment

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
 Peter Drucker defined:
 Effectiveness: doing the right thing
 Efficiency: doing things right

 If a company makes a product highly
efficiently to sell at the lowest cost (i.e.,
efficiency), it is useless if there is no
market for it (e.g., buggy whips in 2006)
 If a company makes a product for
which there is a market (i.e.,
effectiveness), but cannot make it
affordable, few will buy it (e.g., HDTV
for $20,000 in 2006)
 Products must be suitably effective and
efficient for the desired market
 Productivity is a measure of efficiency
(but it assumes production of goods
that are in demand (effectiveness))

INNOVATION LEADERS
 Leader: first to market an innovation
 Follower: misses initial wave of
capitalization of new technology but
recognizes importance of technology
for the company
 Follows closely behind leader, may
catch up or surpass leader by
capitalizing on own strengths (e.g.,
financing, manufacturing, marketing,
distributing ability)

 Laggard: Perceives potential profit in
new technology but has little
influence
 “Me-too” behavior, but survival
depends on adopting new technology

INNOVATION LEADERS VS. FOLLOWERS
 Advantages being innovation leader:
 Strong name recognition (product may even
become synonymous with product category):







Kleenex vs. tissue
Xerox vs. photocopy
Coke vs. cola
Frigidaire vs. refrigerator
Scotch tape vs. adhesive tape
Band-Aid vs. bandage

 Better market position and bigger market share
 Chance to define industry standard to favor own
product
 Head start on learning curve over competitors –
gain tacit knowledge
 Protective barriers via patents, distribution, and
other business arrangements
 Higher prices and profits
 Brand loyalty and delayed customer switching
 Support from government, investors, vendors

INNOVATION LEADERS VS. FOLLOWERS
 Disadvantages being innovation leader:
 Large cost for R&D and market
development
 Sustained cost to maintain lead with new
technology and ongoing innovation
 Capital investment for production
facilities makes it difficult to change
course if competitor introduces better
technology
 Market uncertainty in product
acceptance (demand) and optimum price
 Become target for competition

 Follower has advantage in examining
technology (reverse engineering) and
market with lower initial investment
 Laggard can find comfortable niche with
the technology and influence standards

INNOVATION LEADERS VS. FOLLOWERS
 Strange case of IBM PC
 Missed initial phase of PC development
 Followed PC leaders, but dominated
industry and set product standards
(even to “PC” designation for product
type)
 But did not own or control basic PC
technology (hardware or software)
 Now out of PC business

 Strange case of Kodak
 Leader in camera and film technology for
many decades, especially mass market
 Became follower to Polaroid in instant
photography, but couldn’t break patents
 Became follower to European and
Japanese companies in 35mm cameras
 Now following in digital photography

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 4: NEW PARADIGMS

PRODUCTIVITY CRISIS
 Productivity crisis during 1970s and 1980s
(sometimes less than 1% per year increase)
lead to new emphasis on managing technology
properly and to consider:
 How to integrate technology into strategic
objectives of the organization
 How to into and out of technologies faster and
more efficiently
 How to assess and evaluate technologies more
effectively
 How best to accomplish technology transfer
 How to reduce new product development time
 How to manage large, complex, interdisciplinary,
inter-organizational projects and systems
 How to manage the organization’s internal use of
technology
 How to leverage the effectiveness of technology
professionals

MOT AND TECHNOLOGY LIFE CYCLE
 Management of technology (MOT) includes:
 Management of resources and methods and
tools for effective management
 Management of interface between organization
and its environment in context of the business
environment
 Management and structure of organizations
 Management of R&D and engineering projects
 Management of human resources under rapid
technological and social change

 New product or technology life cycle









Generate ideas and define concepts for product
Analyze market for product
Analyze product’s technical issues
Prepare business plan and get approval
Develop and test product
Produce product
Commercialize product
Dispose of, or recycle, product

CHANGING TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Factor

Traditional

New

Life cycle

Long life cycles

Short life cycles

Innovation

Few innovations

Continuous innovations

Competition

•Expected competition
•Competitors are the enemy
•Cooperation not allowed

•Stronger competition
•Alliance with competitors
accepted

Market

•Expected market
•Local market

•Uncertain market
•Global market

Quality

Quality is desirable

Quality is imperative for
survival

Production

•Mass production
•Produce in large lots
•No commitment to suppliers
•Large inventories
•Fixed manufacturing

Customized production
Produce in small lots
Suppliers are partners
Reduce inventories (JIT)
Flexible manufacturing

Organization

•Large vertically integrated
•Bureaucratic
•Financial methods control
organization

•Smaller plants and outsourcing
•Nimble organizations
•Financial methods serve
organization’s objective

TECHNOLOGY DECISION MAKING
 Need for new tools to make
technology decisions:
 Improved methods for technology
forecasting and integrating
technology forecasting within
planning and decision-making
process
 Example: Adaptive models

 New and more representative
criteria to optimize performance of
high-technology firms
 Limitations to metrics like return
on investment (ROI), return on
sales (ROS), and price/earnings
ration (PER)

 New ways to determine optimum
mix of high technology versus
traditional products in a large
business

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
 Rapid technological change requires
new approaches to managing human
resources
 New communications and computerbased technology, and globalization are
altering human dynamics
 Some organizational tasks require
greater skills and others (because of
automation) lesser skills
 Constant need for more education, more
information, new skills, and greater
awareness of technological change
 Changes in employee: recruiting,
selection, training, placement, teaming,
and motivation
 Historically, new technology eliminates
existing jobs, but replaces them with
new jobs – will this pattern hold in the
future?

MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
 New technology in organization leads to:
 New skill requirements
 Management should analyze requirements
before implementing new technology

 Obsolescence of existing personnel
 Need new training, continuing education

 Use of technology gate keepers and
entrepreneurs in the organization
 Keep abreast of new technology,
disseminate information, innovate new
products and processes

 Awareness of social consequences
 On employees and society in general
 Impacts on parenting, family structure,
motivation (e.g., money or leisure), metrics
for employee performance and satisfaction;
promotion and reward process within
organization

PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGING MODERN
ORGANIZATION
 Value creation: add social as well as
technological value to the product (goods and
services)
 Quality: deliver best quality for the price (i.e.,
good product value), but always an
acceptable level of performance, safety, and
reliability
 Responsiveness: be aware of changes in
technology, competition, market, and
customer demands
 Agility: implement flexible production process
for current products (range of products, mass
customization) and new products; and agile
communication among stakeholders
(organization, suppliers, customers,
investors, public at large)

PRINCIPLES FOR MANAGING MODERN
ORGANIZATION
 Innovation: continuously innovate for
competitive advantage (in products and
production) and employee motivation
 Integration: acquire and integrate a portfolio
of technologies to obtain a unique
competitive advantage or market niche (may
include multiple generations of product or
process technologies, and integrating
technology, stakeholders, information, and
capital)
 Teaming: form interdisciplinary teams within
the organization, and team with other
organizations (nationally and internationally)
 Fairness: Develop a fair way to distribute to
all stakeholders (management, workers,
investors, government, society at large)
wealth created by organization

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
 Increasing technological complexity
 Greater need for knowledge, multidisciplinary, multi-national interactions

 More technology fusion
 Progress at the interfaces (e.g., biophysics, bio-chemistry, bio-cybernetics)

 More technology transfer
 Diffusion of information via various
channels (e.g., Internet)
 Formal technology transfer processes
(including via mergers and acquisitions)

 Emerging technologies will become
disruptive (transformational)
 Major impacts on industry and society at
large (e.g., biotechnology,
nanotechnology, intelligent machines,
information technology)

 Shorter technology life cycles
 Better coordination between technology
and business strategies

CHANGES IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
 New types of stakeholders
 Examples: Global owners and customers,
environmentalists, team members, foreign
governments

 Increasing global alliances
 Need greater knowledge of international law,
business practices and ethics, outsourcing,
joint ventures, foreign cultures

 Greater need for international legal
protection of intellectual property rights
 Involvement of multiple and global parties
in innovation, financing, shared technology
 Greater integration of technology with all
business practices (e.g., innovation,
engineering, finance, marketing, public
relations, business law, etc.)
 International growth of innovation and
entrepreneurship in small and mediumseized business; more consolidation of
mature technology firms into international
conglomerates

CHANGES IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
 Changing organizational culture
 Technology and globally oriented

 More interaction and partnering with
customers, suppliers, distributors
 Mass customization replacing mass
production
 More sophisticated customers want
better quality products, more attentive
services

 More collaboration among companies
 More joint R&D, global alliances, more
supply chain management with
integrated production, supply, and
distribution

 More collaboration between business
and government
 Cooperative relationship instead of
adversarial

CHANGES IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
 New strategic planning needed
 Corporations will need more
sophisticated strategic thinking (near
and long-term)
 Greater linkage of technology and
business strategy
 Old management paradigms no longer
relevant
 Support smaller new technology
ventures to exploit innovation with
endangering existing business

CHANGES IN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
 Temporary organizations will replace permanent organizations
 Take advantage of specific need or technology, then disbanded at end of
technology lifecycle

 Virtual, distributed corporations will replace physical corporations
 No factory, few employees, small capital requirements, minimal physical
assets
 Take advantage of globalization and information technology
 Network with suppliers, customers, distributors

 Horizontal, matrix organizations replacing vertical, hierarchical
organizations
 Shallow with fewer layers of management, more networked internally and
externally

CHANGES IN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
 More integration within
corporation
 Much use of intranet

 Knowledge will drive innovation
in products, production,
distribution, marketing, and
supply chain
 New types of organizations will
form based on new technologies

 New organizations will focus on
generating and distributing
knowledge
 Non-physical production will be
more important than physical
production

 Some organizations will become
more oriented to the national
culture and serve the needs of
specific cultures

FINANCIAL SECTOR STRUCTURE
 New financial innovations to fund
new technology innovations
 Better methods for venture
capitalists to assess merits and
potential of technology projects
 Multiple parties (e.g., international
companies) will share costs and
benefits of new technology
ventures
 New methods for valuing
intellectual capital and evaluating
wealth-creating potential of hightech workers and emerging
technologies
 Nationalistic funding of
technology ventures will be
tempered by consideration of
global benefits

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
 Change in educational model for rapidly changing world
 Change in educational style (encouraging free thinking, creativity,
innovation, multidisciplinary) – not compartmentalized
 Change in delivery of education (e.g., online, multimedia, global)
 Change to new disciplines (e.g., knowledge infrastructure engineering)
 Change in duration (lifelong education, multiple degrees)
 Changes to higher education (e.g., virtual universities and laboratories,
online and global teaching and research)

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 5: TECHNOLOGY LIFE CYCLES

TECHNOLOGY S-CURVE
 Technological performance (e.g., attributes such as speed, transistors
per chip, weight reduction, etc.) over time forms (more or less) the Scurve life cycle (which is a model)
 Different formulations, e.g., new invention, technology improvement,
mature technology, aging
 As technology ages, it becomes obsolescent and vulnerable to new
technology replacing it
 Slow performance improvement is followed by faster improvement is
followed by little or no improvement as technology hits physical limits

TECHNOLOGY S-CURVE
 The S-curve is a model of how things work – the reality may resemble
an S shape only vaguely
 One figure below shows household penetration S-curves for color
TVs, basic cable, VCRs, PCs and printers, cell phones, Internet
access, DBS, and DVDs from 1970 to 2004
 The other figure compares household penetration S-curves for
telephone, radio, television, and Internet from 1918 to 2002.

TECHNOLOGY S-CURVE
 As a technology matures, new technology may become feasible
and begin replacing the older technology with a new S-curve
 At any one time, there may be several competing technologies
overlapping in the marketplace (e.g., cassette video tape, DVD,
DVR)
 Example: see the previous figures for radio, TV, etc.

Time

TECHNOLOGY S-CURVE
 Pure science (seemingly useless at the time) can lead to new
technology (e.g., Maxwell’s equations lead to all electronics
technology; Einstein’s equations lead to nuclear energy)
 Technology can push demand for new products onto the market
 Or the market demand for new products (i.e., solutions to
problems) can pull demand for technology development

 Push and pull should be integrated to accelerate innovation

TECHNOLOGY S-CURVE
 Opportunities for technology push





Scientific discoveries
Applied knowledge
Recognized needs
Intellectual capital

 Opportunities for market pull





Market demand
Proliferation of application areas
Recognized needs
Opportunities for increased
profitability, quality, productivity
 Entrepreneurs

 Both technology push and pull
should be integrated to generate
innovation

MARKET S-CURVE
 There is a market S-curve similar to the technology S-curve
 Early adopters (who like to be the first on their block to own new
stuff) slowly buy the new technology
 As the technology becomes significantly better (and/or cheaper)
than the technology it replaces, the mass market (mass adopters)
buy it at an accelerating rate
 Finally the late adopters (or Luddites) buy it and the market is
finally saturated
 The market only buys replacements for broken items – until new
technology replaces the old (see previous figures for radio, TV, etc.)

MARKET S-CURVE
 The market can generate a series of overlapping S-curves, as
shown for relative market growth over time for transportation
systems
 Autonomous intelligent vehicle technology may make the vision of
home-owner aircraft in the driveway an economically and
technologically feasible reality during the 21st century

PRODUCT-MARKET LIFECYCLE
 The product life cycle resembles the technology S- curve
 Sales are slow at the introduction of the product into the market, followed
by rapid sales during the growth phase, slower sales during the market
saturation phase, and then sales decline as only replacements are
purchased or a new competing product takes market share

PRODUCT-MARKET LIFECYCLE
 The cost of the product is reduced with time, as market penetration
increases through the S-curve, as shown in the example below
 Examples: Cell phones and cell phone service; the drastic cost reduction of
unlimited local and long-distance service for landline phones as well as cell
phones; cost of color television; cost of PCs

PRODUCT-MARKET LIFECYCLE
 In general, profits lag revenues (and market share) in the S-curves
 Often, it is not until late in the growth phase that the product becomes
profitable
 High costs for development, marketing (including heavy advertising and consumer
education), and distribution must be recovered

PRODUCT-MARKET LIFECYCLE
 The product life cycle can be extended by introducing the
product in new markets
 International, socio-economic, demographic
 A new curve is generated for each new market (i.e., shifted to the
right on the timeline)
 Examples: export latest PC technology to third-world countries;
market video games to geezers; market cell phones to elementary
school kids

PRODUCT-MARKET LIFECYCLE
 The rate of product and process innovations tend to differ, with
product innovations leading process innovations (as shown
below)
 It takes awhile to integrate new technology into more complex,
systemic processes (e.g., manufacturing, services)
 Example: It took several years before PCs were appropriately
integrated into office and manufacturing processes

COMPETITION IN MATURE TECHNOLOGY
 As technology becomes mature, the rules
for competition change






Price and quality dominate technology
Process innovations dominate
Products into segmented markets
Economy of scale reduces price
Specialization and efficiency within company
more important
 Only firms with dominant markets survive
 Large size, mergers and acquisitions important

 Large organizations become rigid and
bureaucratic, impeding future innovation and
sustainable success
 Companies with mature technology
vulnerable to increased competition from
those with lower: production costs, labor
rates, overhead (international competition
major threat)
 Mature technology vulnerable to new,
emerging, or competing technologies

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 6: TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION PROCESS

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROCESS
 Technological innovation is a complex process that transforms ideas and
scientific knowledge into useful applications and products (goods and
services)
 Integration of technology, invention, production, marketing, and distribution
 A failure anywhere along the process will cause the innovation to fail,
regardless of the merits of the technology or invention; Many good inventions
fail to become innovations
 Innovation requires the same sort of persistence and ingenuity that the
fundamental invention does

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROCESS
 There are many ways of describing the
stages of the innovation process, and the
stages are not always have clear
demarcations; one description:
 Basic research
 To understand nature and the universe; no a
priori applications

 Applied research
 Research intended to solve a societal
problem

 Technology development
 Convert knowledge into a product

 Technology implementation
 Introduce product into marketplace

 Production
 Ability to produce product for marketplace
(e.g., manufacturing, production control,
logistics, distribution)

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROCESS
 Marketing
 Gain acceptance by
users/consumers (e.g.,
market assessment,
distribution strategy,
packaging, promotion,
pricing)

 Proliferation
 Ensure product dominance
in marketplace (e.g.,
product placement,
distribution deals)

 Technology enhancement
 Constantly improve
technology to maintain
competitive edge (e.g.,
improve quality, reduce
cost, enhance performance)

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION FACTORS
 Scientific knowledge
 Maturity of underlying science
 Type of technology and phase in life cycle (i.e.,
innovation high for emerging technology)
 Investment in technology
 Political or managerial commitment
 Technology transfer from related technologies
 Diffusion rate and pattern (i.e., technology
widely diffused in market can delay new
technology)

GLOBAL INNOVATION FACTORS
 Changing global environment
 Innovation competition increasing globally

 Improvements in communications
 Information on science, technology, and potential markets
available globally 24/7

 Multiple-site continuous R&D
 Globally distributed, virtual laboratories, performing R&D
for companies 24/7

 Shorter time to market
 Instead of centuries or decades from invention to profit –
now often a matter of months

 Increased emphasis on education globally
 Better schools and universities to produce more and better
scientists, engineers, and innovators

 More global institutional interactions
 Alliances, joint ventures, teaming among corporations,
governments, academia

 Changes in organizational structure
 Tighter collaboration between scientists and technologists

 More resources for technological innovation
 Greater competition nationally and internationally

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
CHAPTER 7: COMPETITIVENESS

COMPETITIVENESS: DEFINITIONS AND INDICATORS
 Competitiveness: process by which one
strives to outperform another
 Person, organization, nation
 Need: motivation, persistence, resources,
and ability
 A continuing process (for organizations
and nations wishing to remain successful
relative to the competition)
 Metrics for success can vary (e.g., market
share, revenues, profit, productivity,
quality, customer and stakeholder
satisfaction, annual growth, industry or
national influence, trade balance,
investment, standard of living)

TECHNOLOGY AND GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
 Nations must:
 Have economic growth policy linked to
technology
 Have infrastructure to support
technological enterprise, develop human
resources, and facilitate trade
 Have cooperation and strategic alliances
among industry, government, and
academia
 Have programs and policies supporting
creativity, R&D, and technological
innovation
 Have suitable laws and regulations
facilitating technological innovation
while protecting the environment and
societal well-being

COMPETITIVENESS OF FIRMS
 Develop corporate culture of
technological competitiveness
 Understand technological innovation
process
 Monitor and forecast technological
changes
 Perform technology assessment and
impact analysis for company and
industry
 Facilitate implementation of new
technologies and technology shift
 Prepare personnel and organizational
structure for technological innovation
 Develop personnel rewards for
technological innovation

COMPETITIVENESS OF FIRMS
 Offer products (goods and services)
desired by customers (or educate
customers about value of product if new
technology not yet fully understood)
 Use innovation to generate new products
 Achieve and maintain technological
superiority in products, processes, and
marketing
 Achieve and maintain product quality
 Reduce costs and product price
 Be market leader
 Reduce product development cycle time
 Create and target niche markets
 Increase efficiency – eliminate waste
 Be flexible and change as needed
 Improve customer service

COMPETITIVENESS OF FIRMS
 Promote creativity and
entrepreneurship
 Appreciate and use employee
knowledge, expertise, and talent
 Instill progressive organizational
culture and management style
 Encourage teamwork (e.g., avoid
debilitating competition among
employees for promotions and
raises)
 Increase market share
 Encourage technological and
market forecasting
 Encourage tactical and strategic
planning

U.S. COMPETITIVENESS
 According to the National Science Foundation
(NSF):
 Based on various indicators of technology
development and market competitiveness, the
US continues to lead, or to be among the leaders,
in all major technology areas
 Advances in information technologies (i.e.,
computers and telecommunications products)
continue to influence new technology
development and dominate technical exchanges
between the United States and its trading
partners
 Asia's status as both a consumer and developer
of high-technology products is enhanced by the
development taking place in many Asian
economies, particularly Taiwan and South Korea
 Several smaller European countries also exhibit
growing capacities to develop new technologies
and to compete in global markets

U.S. COMPETITIVENESS
 Current position of US as the world's
leading producer of high-technology
products reflects success in
supplying a large domestic market
and serving foreign markets
 This success in the international
marketplace due to:
 Nation's long commitment to
investments in science and technology
(S&T)
 Scale effects from serving a large,
demanding domestic market
 U.S. market's openness to foreign
competition

 In future, same market dynamics may
also benefit a more unified Europe and
Latin America and a rapidly developing
Asia and complement their
investments in S&T

U.S. COMPETITIVENESS
 Rapid technological development taking
place around the world offers new
opportunities for U.S. science and
technology
 For U.S. businesses, there are rising exports
of high-technology products and services to
Asia, Europe, and Latin America which
should continue to grow
 The same conditions that create new
business opportunities - the growing global
technological capacity and the relaxation of
restrictions on international business - can
also create new research opportunities
 Well-funded institutes and technology-oriented
universities that are being established in many
technologically emerging areas of the world
will advance scientific and technological
knowledge and lead to new collaborations
between U.S. and foreign researchers
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STRATEGY: DEFINITION
 Strategy: a vision and plan for the future
 Meaning of “future” is relative, depending on
circumstance; tactics in near-term, strategy in
long-term
 Vision and plan also need performance
metrics and feedback mechanism to evaluate
progress toward achieving vision and
accomplishing plan
 Organization also needs a meta-strategy to
evaluate relevance and effectiveness of the
strategy

 Organizations should have well-thought out,
useful, vision and mission statements
 What is our purpose, our business?
 What are the goals and objectives of the
business, now and in the future?

STRATEGY: SWOT
 Strategy formulated in context of
internal and external factors: SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats)
 Example internal strengths and
weaknesses
 Human and financial resources
 Experience, expertise, core competency
 Corporate culture

 Example external opportunities and
threats






Emerging technology
Consumer wants and needs
Government regulations
Competitor strategies
National and global economy

PRODUCT EVALUATION MATRIX
 There are a variety of matrices
which may be used to evaluate
products and decide which
should be supported and which
eliminated
 The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) market-growth/marketshare analysis matrix is
commonly used
 It characterizes market growth
and market share as low or high
 It characterizes the cells as
Stars, Cash Cows, Dogs, and
Question Marks (but other cute
labels may be used as well)

BCG MATRIX
 Question Marks
 Low relative market share –
compete in high-growth industry
 Cash needs are high
 Case generation is low

 Decision to strengthen (intensive
strategies) or divest

 Stars
 High relative market share and
high growth rate
 Best long-run opportunities for
growth & profitability

 Substantial investment to
maintain or strengthen dominant
position
 Integration strategies, intensive
strategies, joint ventures

BCG MATRIX
 Cash Cows
 High relative market share, competes
in low-growth industry
 Generate cash in excess of their
needs
 Milked for other purposes

 Maintain strong position as long as
possible
 Product development, concentric
diversification
 If weakens—retrenchment or
divestiture

 Dogs
 Low relative market share and
compete in slow or no market growth
 Weak internal & external position

 Liquidation, divestiture, retrenchment

GRAND STRATEGY MATRIX
 Tool for formulating alternative
strategies
 Based on two dimensions
 Competitive position
 Market growth
 Quadrant I
 Excellent strategic position
 Concentration on current
markets/products
 Take risks aggressively when
necessary

 Quadrant II
 Evaluate present approach
 How to improve
competitiveness
 Rapid market growth requires
intensive strategy

GRAND STRATEGY MATRIX
 Quadrant III
 Compete in slow-growth
industries
 Weak competitive position
 Drastic changes quickly
 Cost & asset reduction
(retrenchment)

 Quadrant IV
 Strong competitive position
 Slow-growth industry
 Diversification to more
promising growth areas

RAPID MARKET GROWTH
Quadrant II
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
WEAK
COMPETITIVE
POSITION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Horizontal integration
Divestiture
Liquidation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Quadrant III
Retrenchment
Concentric diversification
Horizontal diversification
Conglomerate
diversification
Liquidation

1.
2.
3.
4.

Quadrant I
Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Forward integration
Backward integration
Horizontal integration
Concentric diversification
Quadrant IV
Concentric diversification
Horizontal diversification
Conglomerate
diversification
Joint ventures

SLOW MARKET GROWTH

STRONG
COMPETITIVE
POSITION

EVALUATION MATRICES
 Price-quality matrix can be used
to determine how to position
product in market, given its
relative quality and price (from
rip-off to superb value)
 Examples: low-priced
supermarket ice cream vs. Ben
& Jerry’s; Ford Fiesta vs.
Mercedes Maybach

 Multi-attribute decision
matrices to evaluate
technologies and products can
be analyzed using TRIZ, HOQ,
and AHP (see separate
Presentation)

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY FORMULATION
 Purpose of business strategy
 Gain a sustainable economic
advantage

 Purpose of technology strategy
 Gain a sustainable technological
advantage providing a
competitive edge

 Business and technology
strategies may be closely
intertwined and highly
integrated
 Effective technology
management depends on
successfully linking both types
of strategies

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY FORMULATION
 Identify all the distinct technologies and
sub-technologies in a value chain
 Identify potentially relevant technologies
in other industries or in R&D
 Determine how key technologies might
change
 Determine which technologies and
potential changes can provide a
competitive advantage
 Assess the company’s relative capabilities
concerning with the key technologies and
the cost of improving the capabilities
 Develop a technology strategy that
encompasses technologies that will
enhance the company’s competitive
strategy
 Reinforce business-unit technology
strategies at the corporate level

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY DIRECTION
 For strategic direction





Develop a strategy with clear direction
Exploit technological core competencies
Achieve high productivity
Implement aggressive and persistent
marketing
 Change strategic direction as conditions (e.g.,
technology or market) change

 Core competency
 Helps provide a competitive (sometimes
known as “unfair”) advantage with respect to
competition
 A product (or product group) with a
technological or marketing edge or niche
 Examples: Heinz ketchup; Apple iPod; Intel
computer chips; Microsoft word processing

CORE COMPETENCIES
 Distinguish core competencies:
 Provide distinctive competitive advantage
 Difficult for competitors to imitate
 Significantly contribute to company’s end
products
 Provide access to variety of markets

 Exploit core competencies
 Clearly identify what
 Company does best
 No other company can do better
 Should be dome to achieve best-in-world status

 Develop strategic plan for long-term gains
 Continuously improve them and deploy them
throughout as many products as possible
 Align corporate activities around them
 Build barriers against competition against
competencies

TECHNOLOGY VERTICAL INTEGRATION
 Vertical integration: a corporation has
control over all or most of the technologies
for producing and marketing a product
(goods or services)
 Examples: General Motors; Microsoft
 Advantages: company can better control
own fate; greater sales and profit
 Disadvantages: may detract from core
competency; inefficiency; less flexibility to
changes in technology or market

 Backward integration: control of suppliers
 Horizontal integration: control of
production competitors
 Forward integration: control of distribution,
retailing, post-manufacturing
 Vertical integration: control over entire
value chain (backward, forward, horizontal)

TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS
STRATEGIC PLANNING ISSUES
 To what extent is technology relevant
to the business?
 Which business strategies require
technology?
 Where will we get the technology?
 What are our core technologies for
the business?
 In which technologies should we
focus our research effort?
 What new strategic options will
technologies provide?

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY PLANNING
 Technology planning: a central
part of business planning
 Planning process as important as
plan
 Examine all points of view in
organization
 Define clear, realistic objectives
 Chart roadmap for achieving
objectives
 Obtain commitment from hierarchy
and subordinates for executing
plan
 Execute plan
 Follow-up after objectives achieved
(e.g., unexpected consequences,
bugs, lessons-learned, after-action
report, etc.)

TECHNOLOGY PLANNING FRAMEWORK
 Forecast the technology of interest
 Technology in and out of organization

 Analyze and forecast environment
 Threats and opportunities

 Analyze and forecast the market/user
 Customer needs and wants

 Analyze the organization
 Assets, problems, human and material
resources, strengths and weaknesses

 Develop the mission
 Critical assumptions, general organizational
objectives and specific target objectives
 Include as many participants as possible

 Design organizational actions
 Develop contingent scenarios, make
selection, develop consensus strategy

 Initiate plan
 Develop sub-objectives; control and monitor
progress

TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING
TECHNIQUES
 Trend Analyses
 Expert Judgment
 Multi-Option Analyses

TREND ANALYSES
 Includes:












Trend Extrapolation
Time Series Estimation
Regression Analyses
Econometrics
Systems Dynamics
S-Curves
Historical Analogies
Input-Output Matrices
Patent Trend Analysis
Scientific Literature Analysis
New Trend Analysis Techniques

TREND EXTRAPOLATION
 Assumes
 Future continuation of recent past
 Future simple extrapolation from past

 But linear forecasts are often accurate just over short-term (e.g.,
2 years, not 20 years)

These graphs may seem linear,
but they are exponential (note
ordinate axes)

TIME SERIES ESTIMATION
 More accurate, more complex
version of Trend Extrapolation
 Statistically distinguishes
systematic and random
variations of a trend over time
 Accounts for seasonal or
cyclical variations
 Several statistical techniques
may be used (e.g., exponential
smoothing, multivariate
regression analysis, etc.)

REGRESSION ANALYSES
 Generalized, more complex, more accurate form of Time
Series Estimation
 A variable that is not necessarily time may be the explanatory
variable (e.g., electrical conductivity, quantum state, elasticity,
frequency, etc.)
 Useful forecasts over longer time periods

ECONOMETRICS
 More sophisticated type of
Regression Analysis uses
several regressions to model
interrelationships
 Accommodates multiple
variables
 Appropriate when
 Causal relationships can be
identified
 There are large changes in
causal variables over time
 One can predict the direction of
change in causal variables

 But expensive to model –
results may not be worth the
cost

SYSTEM DYNAMICS
 Based on cybernetic principles
 Emphasizes feedback and feedforward loops in systems
 Can explain how multiple
variables interact in complex
ways
 But NOT generally used as a
technology forecasting tool

S-CURVES
 Assumes that technology has
characteristic life cycle
 Market share grows very slowly at
first, when technology (product)
first introduced into market
 Technology capabilities become
known and market grows rapidly
 Technology saturates market,
growth slows with maturity
 New technology enters market
and begins taking share from old
technology
 Examples: shellac records to
long-play vinyl records to 8-track
tapes to cassette tapes to CDs to
iPods; 8-mm film movie cameras
to VHS video cameras to 8-mm
video cameras to digital video
cameras

HISTORICAL ANALOGIES
 Use historical data from analogous
technologies (products) when
attempting to forecast what will
happen when you introduce a new
technology (product) in the
marketplace
 Example analogy: Compare
introduction of High Definition
Television in the 2000s with the
market introduction of black and
white television in the 1940s or color
television in the 1960s

INPUT-OUTPUT MATRICES
 Developed by Wassily Leontief
(who received Nobel Prize in
Economics)
 Used mostly to analyze and
forecast national economies
 For technological forecasting
 Measures effect of
technological change on
national economy
 Generally useful only for nearterm forecasts
 Example: Effect on U.S.
economy of nuclear fusion
replacing oil as primary
energy source

Wassily, His
Handsome Self

PATENT TREND ANALYSIS
 Primarily for technology
monitoring
 Information on competitors
and new technology

 Six-step patent trend
analysis:







Define study objectives
Establish problem domain
Obtain relevant patents
Use software for analysis
Obtain output
Interpret results

 More convenient now with
patent data on Internet

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE ANALYSIS
 Complementary
approach to Patent
Trend Analysis
 Similar six-step process:
 Define technology area
of interest
 Establish problem
domain
 Search relevant
publications
 Insert data into software
 Analyze data
 E.g., number of articles
by author, by country,
by technical area, by
citations

 Analyze implications of
results

Evolution of Scientific Information

NEW TREND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
 Warroom for Competitive Intelligence
 System of processors, databases,
software, networks (internal & external),
user-machine interfaces
 Integrates real-time data, stored data,
machine intelligence software, graphic
displays






Data * Order = Facts
Facts * Synthesis = Knowledge
Knowledge * Perspective = Experience
Experience * Unifying Principles = Shared Vision
Shared Vision * Metalogic = Epiphanies

 Provides the basis for rapid decision
making concerning technology, market,
and competition
 SWOT analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats
 Strengths & weaknesses are internal
factors; opportunities and threats are
external factors

EXPERT JUDGMENT
 Expert: One who is very skilled or highly
trained and informed in some special
field
 Especially useful when
 Historical data does not exist (so trend
analysis cannot be performed)
 Example: Forecasting technology for
quantum computing

 Changing or different factors invalidate
historical data for trend analysis
 Example: Forecasting market for HDTV in
third-world country

 Ethical, moral, or political factors
override technical and economic factors
 Example: Forecasting technology for stem
cell cures

EXPERT JUDGMENT
 Methods
 Interviews
 Usually in-person or by phone
 Allows for in-depth, real-time interaction
and adjusting questions to responses
 Can reveal unexpected issues
 Time-consuming, difficult to schedule

 Questionnaires
 Requires skill in designing instrument
 Must be short or respondents won’t
respond
 Convenient and easy to disseminate
(especially via email)

 Delphi method

EXPERT JUDGMENT
 Delphi method
 Based on a structured process
for collecting and distilling
knowledge from a group of
experts by means of a series of
questionnaires interspersed with
controlled opinion feedback
 Facilitates the formation of a
group judgment through
convergence
 Makes discussion among experts
possible without adverse social
interactions (e.g., intimidation,
academic politics, etc.)
 Widely used to generate
technology forecasts

EXPERT JUDGMENT
 Delphi method












Design questionnaire
Select participants
Participants complete questionnaire
Analyze responses
Provide participants with feedback and
explanations of results of first round of questions
Submit questionnaire (may be revised) to
participants for second round
Analyze responses
Provide participants with feedback and
explanations of results of second round of
questions
May have third round
Responses tend to converge
 Example: Forecasted date for commercial
fusion may have large variance on first round
(e.g., 50 years) and converge to narrower
variance on second round (e.g., 10 years)

MULTI-OPTION ANALYSES
 Scenario
 An outline for any proposed or planned
series of events, real or imagined
 Can be used in conjunction with a
decision tree to explore the probability
and consequences (i.e., risk) associated
with various events and decision
outcomes

 Simulation
 Representation (model) of a system
 Mostly on computers, but may be
manual
 Can be used to experiment (e.g., change
the values of variables, initial conditions,
etc.) where experimentation on the real
system is impossible or impractical

 Portfolio Analysis
 Define categories of outcomes or risks in
matrix format
 Place items (e.g., technology) of interest
in matrix cells or quadrants

CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
 National critical technologies
 U.S. government designates, from time to
time, a list of technologies deemed critical
to the nation’s economic prosperity and
national security
 Examples: sensors and signal processing;
high-density data storage; machine
intelligence and robotics; simulation and
modeling; ceramics; composites; microelectronics; biotechnology; energy
technologies; pollution minimization; etc.

CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
 Critical technologies in
company
 Create a map of technologies
relevant to company products
should be developed by
company technologists
(gatekeepers, forecasters,
managers, engineers, and
scientists)
 For each technology (e.g.,
computers, robots, bioengineering, etc.) describe
the technology push and the
market pull)

TECHNOLOGY AUDIT
 Technology audit in company
should answer:
 What are technologies on which
business depends?
 How does company’s technology
compare with competition (i.e.,
leader, follower, or laggard)?
 What is the life-cycle position on
which company depends?
 Is company strongest in product
or process technology or both?
 Is company protecting core
technologies?
 What emerging technologies, in
or out of the company, might
affect its technological position
or influence its customers?

TECHNOLOGY AUDIT
 Technology audit in company
should answer (continued):
 What is value of company’s
technology to its customers?
 Is there a technology gap giving
company advantage in pricing as
well as knowledge?
 Does company have systematic
process for maximally exploiting its
technology?
 Does company have technological
assets it can share with other
companies (for joint ventures,
selling, leasing, etc.)?
 What social, political, environmental
factors might impede the
company’s technological plans?

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
 Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
 Relatively new position, often at VP level
 CTO focuses on:
 Forecasting and analyzing technology and
acquisition targets
 Building company’s technological
competence
 Planning corporate technology resources and
portfolio
 Developing formal and informal technology
alliances
 Conducting technology audits
 Allocating and structures technology
resources
 Organizing corporate technical education
programs, seminars, etc.
 Facilitating technology transfer into and
within the company
 Gatekeeping all technologies in company
portfolio

MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION
 If an organization does not have
the technology it needs, it can
acquire it
 Methods of acquiring technology
 Internal R&D: company uses own
resources to develop technology
 Joint venture: join with one or
more companies to develop
technology
 Contracting out: hire an outside
organization or laboratory to
develop technology
 Licensing: buy rights to technology
from another organization (e.g.,
company or government)
 Buying: buy technology outright
from another organization

TECHNOLOGY EXPLOITATION
 Technology is an asset that can be
bought or sold or turned (via the
innovation process) into products
from which profits can be
generated
 The ideal way in which to exploit
technology (e.g., joint venture,
licensing, etc.) depends on various
situational factors (e.g., urgency
for exploitation, investment
required, in-house capabilities,
etc.)

 Technology can arise from
individual (e.g., the mad scientist)
or group efforts (now the prevalent
mode)

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT STAGES
 Basic research: intended to gain new
scientific knowledge; not directed to
specific practical goal
 Applied research: directed to specific
practical goal
 Development: systematic use of
knowledge from research to produce
useful things; often more engineering
than science
 Technology enhancement: continuous
effort to support and improve existing
technology
 In general (albeit, not always):
 Science builds on prior science
 Technology builds on prior technology
 Technology planning has longer time
horizon than business planning (i.e.,
key technologies often take 8-15 years
to develop)

TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVELS
 Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) are used by
DOD and other agencies to characterize the status
of a technology (the definitions may vary somewhat
among agencies)
 TRL 1: Basic principles observed and reported
 TRL 2: Technology concept and/or application
formulated
 TRL 3: Analytical and experimental critical functions
and/or characteristic proof of concept
 TRL 4: Component and/or breadboard validation in
laboratory environment
 TRL 5: Component and/or breadboard validation in
relevant environment
 TRL 6: System/subsystem model or prototype
demonstration in a relevant environment
 TRL 7: System prototype demonstration in an
operational environment
 TRL 8: Actual system completed and qualified
through test and demonstration
 TRL 9: Actual system proven through successful
mission operations

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
 In U.S.: 300 of largest firms account for 92%
of research expenditure
 Few research projects end in commercial
success
 Depending on industry: 1 in 10 to 1 in 3,000

 Small firms lack financial resources to do
much R&D
 But more effective at matching technology
with customer needs

 R&D expenditure as percentage of Gross
National Product (GNP) is measure of
nation’s investment in technological future
and economic well-being
 U.S. typically spends about 2.5% of GNP
 Most industrialized countries spend about
same, more or less; most on civilian projects
 U.S. federal government spends about 40% of
all U.S. R&D (with federal expenditures divided
60-40% between military and civil R&D)

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
 There seems to be a correlation between national R&D spending and
national prosperity, but a direct relationship has not been established
(i.e., spend X in R&D and get Y national prosperity)
 R&D spending is assumed to be worth it (but when times are hard, it is
usually the first to be cut)

R&D Input in Various Countries (% of GNP vs. Year)
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
 Technology transfer is the process where technology (or information
about a technology) flows from a source to a receiver
 The source or receiver can be an individual, company, consortium, or
nation

 Technology transfer can benefit the source and receiver
 Providing income to the source
 Providing technology to the receiver which can be transformed into
commercial products
 The receiver might be better at innovating or commercializing the
technology than the source, from which the source can later benefit

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CATEGORIES
 International
 Often from industrialized to developing
countries (e.g., Japan to Somalia)

 Regional
 From one region of a country to another
(e.g., New York to Florida)

 Cross-industry or cross-sector
 From one industrial or government sector
to another (e.g., Department of Defense to
Department of Transportation)

 Inter-firm
 From one company to another (e.g., IBM
to Microsoft)

 Intra-firm
 From one company department or
location to another within the company
(e.g., from the computer to the art
department)

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CHANNELS
 General channels
 Non-directed or unplanned technology
transfer
 Information placed in public domain via
conference presentations, published
papers, education and training
programs, websites, media interviews,
etc.

 Reverse engineering channels
 Receiver of technology buys product on
market and reverse engineers it (i.e.,
takes it apart to see how it works and is
manufactured) to duplicate technology
for competing product
 May or may not violate intellectual
property rights
 Cannot duplicate developer’s tacit
knowledge (gained from experience or
product development process)

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CHANNELS
 Planned channels
 Intentional technology transfer with consent of
technology owner
 Licensing: receiver buys rights to use
technology; may be exclusive or outright
purchase
 Franchise: form of licensing, but source
provides continuing support
 Joint venture: Two or more entities develop
technology and/or product together, sharing
costs and rewards – with international joint
venture, one party often gains technology while
other gains access to market
 Turnkey project: company or nation buys entire
facility, with technology, materiel, trained
personnel, etc., ready to implement
 Foreign direct investment (FDI): corporation
(usually multinational) keeps technology
internal but implements production in host
country (which gains product availability,
employment opportunities, employee trained in
technology, etc.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CHANNELS
 Planned channels (continued)
 Technical consortium and joint R&D project
 Two or more entities collaborate in large joint
venture
 Often between two or more countries
 Share risks, costs,, and rewards
 Examples: England and France to develop
Concorde; EU for Airbus; U.S. and various
nations for Space Station; CERN particle
accelerator

EXAMPLE OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:
INTELLIGENT VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (IVTT)
Please See Information on the IVTT Program in:
www.RoboticTechnologyInc.com
www.Intelligent-Vehicle.com
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MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE INDUSTRIES
 Both manufacturing and services
create products (goods and
services, i.e., production)
 Transform inputs into outputs
 Inputs: Money, labor, land,
technology, etc.
 Outputs: cars, toilets,
computers, hamburgers,
haircuts, etc.

PRODUCTIVITY
 Productivity (and the wealth of
nations) is based on the
transformation of inputs into
outputs (whether manufacturing
or service)
 Higher productivity depends on
the transformation being
efficacious (i.e., effective and
efficient)
 Effective: Doing the right thing
 Efficient: Doing things right

EXAMPLE SERICES
 In a commercial bank






Teller scheduling
Check clearing
Transactions processing
Security
Vault operations

 In an airline






Flight operations
Ground support
Facility maintenance
Catering
Crew scheduling

GOODS VS. SERVICES
 Products may be either goods or services
 Goods (e.g., car, washing machine, shoes)
 Are tangible (e.g., have physical reality)
 Are consistent in form and function
 Have their production usually separate from
consumption
 Can be inventoried (because they are
countable)
 Usually involve low interaction from the
customer
 Can be re-sold (e.g., a sofa, a car)
 Have measurable quality
 Site of production facility important to cost
 Are transportable
 Selling distinct from production

GOODS VS. SERVICES
 Services
 Are usually intangible (lecture on foreign policy)
 Are usually produced and consumed at the same time
(e.g., haircut, root canal, restaurant meal)
 Are usually customized for the buyer (e.g., haircut,
plumbing repair)
 Have high customer interaction (e.g., restaurant meal)
 Vary from product to product (e.g., haircut, massage,
topiary)
 Are often based on knowledge (e.g., kidney stone
extraction)
 Are difficult to automate (e.g., eye exam)
 Reselling is difficult or impossible (e.g., haircut, lawn
mowing)
 Service provider is transportable, not product (e.g.,
lawn mowing)
 Are difficult to inventory
 Selling is usually part of the service
 Quality is usually difficult to measure objectively
 Site of production important for revenues (but not
cost)

GOODS VS. SERVICES
 Most products are a combination of goods
and services, more or less depending on the
product
 New cars require preparation and sales
services, so they are mostly goods but some
services
 Car repair businesses are more service than
goods (such as parts)
 A fast food restaurant is perhaps half service
and half goods
 A full service restaurant is more service than
goods
 An advertising agency’s product is perhaps
90% services
 A management consulting business might be
98% services (the other 2% perhaps paper)
 A university’s product is nearly 100%
services

GOODS AND SERVICES IN A CHANGING
WORLD
 Business is becoming
increasingly global instead of
national
 Communications and
transportation becoming
inexpensive and reliable; global
trade infrastructure growing

 Supplies are becoming just-intime instead of batches
 Improved ordering & inventory
tracking systems (because of
computers) & faster, more reliable
delivery
 Pressure to reduce inventory
because of costs

GOODS AND SERVICES IN A CHANGING
WORLD
 Supply chain partnering replacing
selection of lowest bidder
 The demand for higher quality
means that cost alone is an
insufficient criteria for selecting a
subcontractor or vendor
 Vendor is part of the product
design & production process &
contributes to enhancing product
quality
 Long-term relationships engender
trust and efficiencies

GOODS AND SERVICES IN A CHANGING
WORLD
 Product development has shorter cycle
times
 Need to compete against global, hungry
competitors and changing technology
 New design technology (CAD/CAM; virtual
reality)

 Mass customization – made possible by
flexible automation and robotics - is
replacing uniform, one-size-fits-all
products
 Like Dell computers now; cars, furniture,
clothing, etc., in the future
 Increasing affluence allows consumers to
demand higher quality and perfect
satisfaction of their individual needs

MANUFACTURING
 Manufacturing: any process that turns
a raw material into a finished product
through use of a machine
 Types of manufacturing
 Based on what companies produce or
by industry; how they produce them,
discrete or flow; and the level of
engineering effort required to
manufacture them
 Manufacturing includes sectors such
as: aerospace and defense, automobile
and transportation, chemicals and
metals, consumer goods, electronics
and high tech, industrial and farm
equipment, medical and biotech, etc.
 High-technology sectors (e.g., biotech)
are usually less mature, but highgrowth
 Maturity sectors (e.g., chemical and
metals) are waning and have seen
much of their growth exported
overseas

MANUFACTURING
 Manufacturing companies typically
emphasize materials management
and sourcing functions
 Most overseas opportunities are with
manufacturing firms

 Manufacturing has gotten short shrift
in recent years with the rise of the
service economy and the information
economy
 But it still important to the U.S.
economy the American psyche
 Three of the 2004 top ten Fortune 500
companies belong to the
manufacturing sector (General
Motors, General Electric, and Ford)
 A new breed of manufacturers (e.g.,
specialty medical and electronics
equipment manufacturers) rank
among the fastest growing and most
profitable sectors of the economy

MANUFACTURING TRENDS
 Six Sigma Quality
 According to General Electric,
Six Sigma is a “disciplined
methodology of defining,
measuring, analyzing,
improving, and controlling the
quality in every one of the
company's products, processes,
and transactions, with the
ultimate goal of virtually
eliminating all defects”
 Sigma is the Greek symbol for
standard deviation
 Six Sigma refers to controlling a
process to six standard
deviations, which translates into
only 3.4 defects per million
(parts or processes)

MANUFACTURING TRENDS
 Six Sigma Quality
 Bill Smith, a reliability engineer at
Motorola in the early 1980s,
developed Six Sigma
 Smith saw that products were
failing at a much higher rate than
was predicted and hypothesized
that increased system complexity
might be the cause of the failure
 His solution was to build controls
into the system so the process
could be measured and acted on
before a final product was produced
 Six Sigma is still proliferating
throughout both manufacturing and
retail organizations, but an industry
obsessed with precision took too
long to adopt the methodology

MANUFACTURING TRENDS
 Lean Manufacturing
 Developed by Toyota and its Toyota
Production System in the 1990s
 Traditional manufacturing
methodologies stress high utilization
of machinery with little regard for
cycle time or manufacturing waste
 Lean manufacturing, on the other
hand, stresses reduced cycle times
and waste
 Cycle time refers to the amount of
time that it takes to complete a set of
operations
 In lean manufacturing the goal is not
to push more goods through a
process (e.g., the painting area of an
automobile assembly line) but to
develop a better process
 Lean manufacturing attacks root
causes by identifying seven wastes:
overproduction, transportation,
motion, waiting, processing,
inventory, and defects

MANUFACTURING TRENDS
 Expanded Outsourcing
 Though contract manufacturing is
not a new concept, its scope
continues to increase
 Companies such as Solectron and
Flextronics already manufacture
computers and electronics for
companies such as HP, Cisco, and
Apple
 Now these companies are seeking to
expand by tapping new markets,
such as consumer electronics and
automobile parts, and adding supply
chain and materials management
services to their offerings
 Within the automotive industry,
companies like BMW are already
experimenting with outsourced
production

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Automobile and
Components
 Leaders in this segment
are the Big Three auto
manufacturers:
DaimlerChrysler, Ford, and
General Motors
 Also foreign
manufacturers producing
autos in the United States,
including Nissan, Honda,
Toyota, and BMW
 Auto manufacturing is one
of the most global of the
manufacturing sectors
 The end user is a
consumer highly
influenced by marketing
messages and design

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Chemicals and Metals
 Chemical and metal manufacturers tend
to be process manufacturers; their
production is characterized by long,
continuous runs (e.g., sheets of steel
rolling continuously out of a furnace)
 Chemicals and metals provide the
building blocks for many other products
 Large manufacturers like Alcoa not only
produce aluminum for Coke cans, but
also for 747s
 Most of the world’s largest metal
producers now overseas
 As with the metals industries, chemicals
in the United States are somewhat
stagnant and also subjected to the
vagaries of the oil market
 Less susceptible to prices of oil and
commodity are specialty chemical
manufacturers (e.g., Eastman Chemical,
whose end products require more
engineering and production effort than
commodity chemicals)

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Consumer Goods
 Consumer goods manufacturers make apparel,
windows, refrigerators, radios, toilet paper, etc.
 Many companies in this field have design and
marketing operations in the United States and
manufacturing facilities overseas
 Many companies in the sector, like Whirlpool,
manufacture products under both their own
brands and on a contract basis for other brands
(Whirlpool manufactures products under the
Sears brand in addition to the Whirlpool brand)

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Electronics
 Electronics manufacturers (excluding high
technology/computer hardware, which are
in another segment) divide themselves into
two camps: consumer electronics
manufacturers and industrial
manufacturers
 The consumer camp is dominated by
foreign firms, such as Sony and Matsushita
(Panasonic)
 This sector is, not surprisingly, closely tied
to consumer spending and the overall health
of the economy
 And while everyone has a television and a
CD player, the industry thrives on
technology changes that create new markets

 Firms in the industrial space tend to be
engineering focused, and their end
customers are other businesses

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Industrial and Farm Equipment
 John Deere plowed the way for
the industrial equipment
industry with the invention of
the steel plow that broke
through the tough sod of the
Great Plains
 Industrial manufacturers make
equipment for agriculture as
well as equipment for
construction and mining and
diesel engines for large trucks
and generators
 Since most new construction
and mining projects are
overseas, the larger companies
within the industry have
developed significant overseas
operations

MANUFACTURING SEGMENTS
 Medical Manufacturing
 The medical manufacturing
industry uniquely combines
manufacturing technology with
medicine
 The R&D process for medical
manufacturing is more like that
of of pharmaceuticals than
industrial manufacturing
 Product development includes
huge development costs and a
lengthy and costly FDA approval
process: as with
pharmaceuticals, a company’s
fortunes ride heavily on the will
of the FDA
 The largest companies in the
industry include Johnson &
Johnson, GE OEC Medical
Systems, Baxter, Tyco
Healthcare, Medtronic, and
Boston Scientific

WHY MANUFACTURING IS STILL IMPORTANT
 Manufacturing is the engine that drives
American prosperity, central to economic
and national security
 Manufacturing:
 Grows the economy
 Every $1.00 in manufactured goods generates
an additional $1.37 worth of additional
economic activity - more than any other
economic sector

 Invents the future
 Manufacturers are responsible for almost
three-fourths of all private sector R&D, which
ultimately benefits other manufacturing and
non-manufacturing activities

 Competes internationally
 The United States is the world's largest
exporter; 62 percent of all U.S. exports are
manufactured goods, double the level of 10
years ago

 Generates productivity increases
 Over the past two decades manufacturing
productivity gains have been double that of
other economic sectors; these gains enable
Americans to do more with less, increase our
ability to compete and facilitate higher wages
for all employees

WHY MANUFACTURING IS STILL IMPORTANT
 Manufacturing:
 Provides more rewarding
employment
 Manufacturing compensation
averages more than $63,000,
the highest in the private
sector, and manufacturers are
leaders in employee training

 Pays taxes
 Manufacturing has been an
important contributor to
economic growth and tax
receipts at all levels of
government, contributing onethird of all corporate taxes
collected by state and local
governments

 U.S. manufacturers are
challenged
 Most intense global competition
in history where it is virtually
impossible to raise prices
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ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN AND
FUNCTION
 Optimum organizational structure
is determined by the organization’s
function or mission
 Organizational structure can affect
how well the organization fosters
technology and innovation
 Because of rapid change in
technology and markets
 Traditional structure of multilayered vertical organizations, with
units arranged by functional, being
replaced by shallower, horizontal,
more integrated structures
 Able to make more rapid decisions,
more customer-oriented, more
adaptable

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN
 Division of Labor
 Departmentalization
 Specialization



Unity of Command
 Line of command
 One superior



Authority and Responsibility
 Line and staff authority
 Authority and power



Spans of Control
 Levels of control
 Centralization and
decentralization



Contingency Factors
 Environment and technology
 Knowledge technology: task
variability & problem analyzability

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
 Functional organizations





Reduces duplication of activities
Encourages technical expertise
Creates narrow perspectives
Difficult to coordinate

 Use functional structures when
the organization is small,
geographically centralized, and
provides few goods and services
 When the organization
experiences bottlenecks in
decision making and difficulties in
coordination, it has outgrown its
functional structure

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
 Divisional Organizations
 Improves decision making
 Fixes accountability for
performance
 Increases coordination of
functions
 Hard to allocate corporate staff
support
 Loses some economies of scale
 Fosters rivalry among divisions

 Use a divisional structure when
the organization is relatively
large, geographically dispersed,
and/or produces wide range of
goods/services

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
 Matrix Structures
 Reinforces & broadens technical
excellence
 Facilitates efficient use of resources
 Balances conflicting objectives of the
organization
 Increases power conflicts
 Increases confusion & stress for 2boss employees
 Impedes decision making

 To adopt the matrix structure
effectively, the organization should
modify many traditional management
practices
 When the organization needs
constant coordination of its
functional activities, then lateral
relations do not provide sufficient
integration - consider matrix
structure

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
 Lateral Relations






Dotted-line supervision
Liaison roles
Temporary task forces
Permanent teams
Integrating managers

 Use lateral relations to offset
coordination problems in
functional and divisional
structures

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
 Organizational
Development
 Set of activities and
techniques to manage
change
 Change agent
 Change intervention

 Structural Interventions
 Reorganization
 New reward systems
 Cultural change

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
 Task-Technology Interventions
 Job redesign
 Socio-technical systems
 Quality of working life

 People-focused Interventions






Sensitivity training
Survey feedback
Process consultation
Team building
Inter-group development

